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From the late 1990s, in order to regulate DRM （Digital Rights Managements preventing 
illegal uses of copyrighted works） circumventions, anti-circumvention law has been legislated 
around the world. However, regarding the evaluation of anti-circumvention law, there exist two 
views. While most of copyright holders support strong regulations against so-called “pirates” to 
protect their creation lots of users prefer milder ones that allow some room for private copying. 
Therefore, in this article, I would like to argue three issues; “what types of DRMs are qualified 
for protection”, “what types of activities are regulated”, and “what types of use are exempted”. 
From the perspective of the comparative law, this paper identifies several challenges in 
Japanese law on those issues. 116
From the view point of users, several foreign anti-circumvention laws have suffers problems, 
such as protecting access controls for copyrighted materials, directly regulating circumvention 
activities. In this regard, Japanese law is appreciated because of lack of such strict regulations. 
However, it has its own deficits. One of which is that circumventing DRM for private use 
is not exempted in Japanese copyright law. Traditionally permitted activities like uses for 
personal research purposes should be exempted from the regulations. Other problems of 
Japanese Copyright Laws are, for example, that it is not clear whether providing circumvention 
equipment comprises an infringing activity and that users are not able to get necessary tools 
even if they are allowed to circumvent certain DRMs in appropriate cases. 121
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り、DVDに付される CSSや AACS（Advanced Access 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































認められるよう、30条 1 項 2 号の在り方を見直す必要が
ある。利用者の積極的な著作物利用を認めるためには、
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